Leasing Information & Pricing
Leasing a horse is a great way to enjoy owning and caring for horse without having the long-term commitment.
Leasing would be a great option for someone who is looking to own one day, but still needs to learn about
horses so they don’t just jump right in. It’s also a great option for young kids who want to start riding
competitively and practice their riding when they aren’t in lessons. We offer 2 types of leases; a half lease and a
full lease.

Half Lease*

$300

This would require half of the financial responsibility and half the time commitment. As a leaser, you would get
3-4 riding days with the horse. The half lease cost covers the horses boarding costs which includes hay, feed,
water, and payment for caretakers, electricity and a portion that contributes towards the facility insurance cost.
It also covers half the cost of “routine maintenance” by our farrier and vet along with you once a week lesson to
keep you and the horse on track with your goals. A majority of our half leased horses are boarded on pasture,
which not only helps with their mentality and energy level on their off days, but it’s also most cost effective for
both owner and leaser. Unless there is a double half lease on one horse, our half leased horses will be boarded
on pasture

Full Lease*

$450

This would require full financial and time commitments and as a leaser you would get full time with the horse.
The full lease cost covers the horses boarding costs which includes hay, feed, water, and payment for caretakers,
electricity and a portion that contributes towards the facility insurance cost. It also covers the cost of “routine
maintenance” by our farrier and vet, along with your once a week lesson to keep you and your horse on track
with your goals. A majority of our fully leased horses will be boarded indoors. Not only does the full lease cover
the costs to keep the horse indoors, but it’s also most efficient since the horse will be exercised more than 5 days
a week.

*Chartier Stables, LLC. Requires a lesson per week with each type of lease. We have discounted our lesson pricing for our leasers, however it is a
requirement that the leaser and the leased horse take a lesson together each week by an approved trainer. This allows the learning process to
continue for both horse and rider, as well as checking in to make sure both horse and rider are communicating efficiently and effectively with each
other. These costs have already been added to the total fee for leasing.
**Farrier costs range from $35 up to $135 depending on the needs of the horse. A majority of our horses are barefoot, so they only require a trim. A
trim costs $40 and is required every 6-8 weeks. A couple of our horses need shoes in order to stay sound to ride, so these costs are higher and can be
as much as $135 every 6-8 weeks. These costs have already been added to the total fee for leasing.
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